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A.S. Board
give self raise
President gets an extra $250 a month
By Donna Carmichael

endorsement of the stipend
increase, vetoing the pay raise
legislation in what was seen by
The Associated Students some board members, such as
Board of Directors awarded them- Sheree Hoggro, as a political
selves a stipend increase maneuver to retain popularity
Wednesday afternoon before with the student electorate.
"He did this to make himself
breaking for Thanksgiving, effectively overruling the stipend look good and us look bad,"
Hoggro said at the meeting where
increase veto of Oct. 13.
After Wednesday’s re-introduc- Davila vetoed the increases.
The veto held stipends back at
tion and unanimous passage of
the stipend increase, the A.S. levels approved by Heather Cook,
President will now make $1,000 Davila’s predecessor, giving the
per month. Both the vice presi- president $750 per month in
dent and controller will make take-home pay. Other executives
president and conthe vice
$700 per month and the 13 directors on the board will each make troller made $350 per month.
The 13 directors on the AS. board
$250 per month.
made $106 per
The
three
month.
executives’
so,
Even
stipends
are
Wednesday’s
retroactive to
stipend increase
June. The execlegislation did
utives are paid
not pass on the
for a full year,
vote. The
first
including the
vote
hit an
summer months
impasse when
since they are
Shetty
and
expected
to
Justin Greenlee
attend to relatdid not vote in
ed business durfavor of the
ing that time.
stipend increase.
The directors’
Instead, the two
stipends
are
directors advoretroactive to
cated
an
September or
increase greater
later, depending
per
$250
on when the
than
Leo Davila
month for threedirector joined
Associated Student tors,
the board. The
but they
president
could not get a
13
directors
work a 9-month
in
endorsement
year
from
September to June, said Akbar from their fellow board members.
Shetty then reintroduced the
Shetty, director of student
stipend increase and it passed
resources.
unanimously
at the original
Shetty said there should be
less of a gap between the execu- stipend increase levels.
Greenlee and Shetty both
tives’ and the directors’ pay.
"We should treat them (all delivered impassioned arguments
board positions) more equally to in favor of more pay for directors,
who are still the lowest paid
reduce the hierarchy," he said.
Sarah Steiner, a junior major- board members in Associated
ing in psychology, is in favor of the Students’ organizations among
area California State University
board’s stipend increase.
"All campus pay for students campuses.
Greenlee and Shetty made
stinks, so if they (the A.S. board)
get more money, that’s awesome," ample reference to the considerable work increase expected of
she said.
Still, Steiner questioned the AS. directors since bylaw 5.5
apparent two-tiered pay scale on went into effect this semester. The
new legislation stipulates student
the A.S. board.
The latest stipend increases members of the Academic Senate
are expected to hold because be members of the A.S. board
Davila said he would not veto rather than students-at-large.
But Shetty and Greenlee, two
them a second time.
"We need to get on with other members of the student caucus of
business. We can’t have this the Academic Senate, said the
stipend thing hanging over our new legislation means much more
work for directors, who must now
shoulder," he said.
The A.S. board’s first attempt sit on numerous committees in
at a stipend increase occurred two addition to their regular A.S.
weeks into the semester when the duties. They must also attend sesboard introduced the legislation sions of the Academic Senate four
in a meeting of the finance com- times a semester, which run three
mittee, where it passed unani- hours in length.
mously.
But Davila retracted his
See Raises, page 8
Daily senior staff writer

"We need to
get on with
other business. We
can’t have
this stipend
thing hanging
over our
shoulder."

Chad Mister /Spartan Daily

Ken Norton Jr., a San Francisco 49er, helps hand out one of
150 turkeys and food baskets for selected needy families at

Starbird Park in San Jose Wednesday. Nine 49ers were there volunteering time to bring food to the less fortunate.

Golden gifts
49er players give turkeys to less fortunate
By Ryan McCrossin
Daily staff writer

Joe Conley, a longtime 49ers
fan, was able to forget about the
many problems plaguing his
westside
neighborhood
Wednesday.
He waited to meet members
of the 49ers football team for
the first time in his life at the
Starbird Park Community
Center in San Jose around 5
pm.
Conley was one of hundreds
of people who were drawn to the
park in the crime-stricken area
for
the
14th
Annual
Thanksgiving Turkey giveaway.
It was sponsored by the San
Francisco 49ers, the San Jose
Police Department, City Team
Ministries, Project Blossom and
Champs Foundation.
At 5:30 p.m., the doors from
the community center opened
and out came nine 49er players,
Tyrone Hopson, Tony
Peterson, Reggie Givens, Gabe

"I think it’s nice that they’re
doing this for people. We’re
all kind of low income."
- Joe Conley
49ers fan

Wilkins, Joe Wesley, Ken Norton
Jr., Junior Bryant, Lee Woodall
and Darnell Walker. Dressed
casually in jeans and sweatshirts, they strode into the
brightly lit parking lot where
they were met with scattered
cheers.
The players stationed themselves in front of a truck containing 150 turkeys and they
began to pass them out to the
eager crowd. Afterwards, a
crowd of children scurried at
their feet asking for autographs.
The neighborhood surround-

Aerobicthon takes on new look

ing Starbird Park has grown
accustomed to this kind of attention since it became one of the
targets of the San Jose Police
Project
Department’s
Crackdown in 1995. Through
this project, police, youth programs, housing and various
other
organizations
work
together to try to reduce crime
and beautify neighborhoods.
There are eight other crackdown
projects in San Jose.
Police officers listen in at the
monthly meetings held at the
community center to take note

A multicultural mix of aerobic styles
will be the focus of this year’s
Aerobicthon.
Styles such as Afro-fusion, Latin,
Caribbean and cardio-funk aerobics,
country line dancing, Tai Chi and hi / lo
aerobics will be demonstrated over a
two-hour period in an effort to help students develop good health and fitness.
The aerobic section of the human performance department will be sponsoring
the ninth annual Aerobicthon from 4
p.m. to 6 p.m. on Dec. 3 in Spartan
Complex Central, Room 44.
Carol Sullivan, the coordinator for the
event, has been an aerobics instructor at
San Jose State University for the past 14
years and has taught step training.
advanced aerobic activities, fitness walk
ing and weight training.
"We want students to come out and
Chris Preemies / Spartan Daily
have fun," Sullivan said. We strive to
the
in
class
aerobics
an
teaches
lecturer,
performance
Carol Sullivan, human
emphasize reducing the risk of heart disEvent Center Thursday. Sullivan is the coordinator of the Aerobicthon, which will ease, high blood pressure and dying prebegin at 4 p.m. on Friday in Spartan Complex Central, Room 44.
See Aerobicthon, page 8

See Thanks. page 8

World AIDS Day hits SJSU

By Charmain Smith
Daily staff writer

of the residents’ concerns, said
Dave Gonzales, a San Jose police
officer.
"They tell us the problems
they are having and we address
them," said Gonzales, a member
of
Westside’s
Project
Crackdown.
People who attended the
November meeting were given
tickets for a free turkey, though
irriny people were given turkeys
wit hoot them.
Although Conley, who donned
a tattered 49ers cap, lives in a
neighborhood that has had serious problems with graffiti,
gangs and drugs, he was more
apt to speak about the problems
with the 49ers football team.
"I hope Steve Young gets
healthy soon," Conley lamented.
Conley didn’t lose sight of the
real purpose of the day, though.
"I think it’s nice that they’re
doing this for people. We’re all
kind of low income," Conley said.
"I’m getting this for my mother

By Donna Carmichael
Daily senior staff writer

Wednesday is World AIDS Day and
San Jose State University will mark
the occasion with an afternoon symposium in the Student Union followed by
a cahdlelight procession around campus.
Rene Allen of the peer health education program, one the coordinators
of the program said the candlelight
procession will begin at Spartan
Memorial at 5:30 p.m. with an international prayer of hope. Donated candles will be given to all participants.
Akbar Shetty, president of
Washburn Hall and Associated
Students
director
of student
resources, said he is setting aside time
from his schedule to do the AIDS walk
around campus.
"I intend to walk in the candlelight
procession, whatever the weather, and
I urge others to join me in this mean-

ingful ceremony," he said.
So far this year, 2.6 million people
have died from AIDS. Another 5.6 million have become infected, bringing
the global total to an estimated 33.6
million cases, according to recently
released figures by the U.N. AIDS
agency known as UNAIDS.
Put another way, one in every 100
adults ages 15 to 49 is HIV-infected,
worldwide.
In 1998. approximately 7,000
young people ages 10 to 24 became
infected with HIV every day or five
every minute.
And in the United States, 711,344
cases of AIDS were reported to the
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention as of June 30, 1999.
Sarah Wheelock, a peer health educator at SJSU’s Student Health
Services, said this is the 11th observed
World AIDS Day and this year’s
theme is ’Listen, Learn, Live."
On that theme, six speakers will

See AIDS,

page 8
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New SJSU shuttle
buses don’t make
transport easier
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shuttle system is
The
a sham. In addition
to its tardiness,
scatterbrained pick-up
schedule and lack of available buses, taking the
shuttle to school can be
hazardous to one’s health.
Every morning, the ypical Spartan Village resident has to risk I i ti. and limb crossing the street to
get to the Park and Ride parking lot where the
shuttles run.
Since there is no crosswalk leading from
Spartan Village to the shuttle station, one has to
dodge cars in the midst of morning rush-hour traffic. Using a baseball analogy, this is about as easy
as stealing home plate.
Apparently, San Jose State University doesn’t
want to make the jobs of the shuttle drivers any
more difficult or inconvenient. Don’t get me wrong,
I’m not saying their job is easy in fact, it’s quite
the opposite. Having people blame the bus driver
for their own truancy is trendy, but unwarranted.
It seems the university thinks it’s just too hard
for the drivers to pick a Spartan Village resident up
any earlier than 9 a.m. Unfortunately for many
people who have morning classes, they have to miss
out on what should be a mandatory stop, but is
looked upon as a luxury instead.
Time is not exactly impeccable in regard to the
shuttle system either. A 20-minute wait is fairly
common during peak hours, so getting to the Park
and Ride 10 to 15 minutes before a class starts is
ill-advised.
One would have to be ready at least half an hour
before a class if he or she desires to be punctual.
Sometimes, luck may be on your side. A group of
five people could be rewarded with as many as
three shuttles to choose from, while a group of 40plus may have the misfortune of fighting to get on
a bus that holds 35.
Supposedly, more shuttles are being added.
These buses are newer and nicer looking, but so
what? These "new" and "improved" shuttles hold
less people, 35 opposed to 47. Frankly, no one gives
a rat’s ass about the buses’ pearly white paint or
that they are a little newer than the old ones.
However, I’m sure the 12 people who get screwed
out of a ride because the new shuttles don’t hold as
many people will definitely care about being late or
possibly missing class.
,......
The new shuttles are allegedly more comfortable, but that’s hardly the case. Roughly half of the
seats of the new buses run parallel to one another
and have a minimal amount of aisle space. Unless
you’re a person who does not value personal space,
the new shuttles force you to be a little too close to
your fellow passengers.
Now there is news of a newly revised shuttle
schedule. This is supposed to prevent a caravan of
shuttles from arriving at the same time. Why
couldn’t this have happened sooner? We’ll just have
to see if this new schedule will be effective or if the
shuttle arrival times will continue to run simultaneously.
There is this popular movement to take public
transportation, hut what should motivate people to
do this? The shuttles are not time-efficient and you
are never guaranteed a seat. Unless you can run as
fast as baseball player Rickey Henderson while
possessing the lateral quickness of an Allen
Iverson, the Park and Ride parking lot is not easily accessible, nor is it safe to get to. But since the
average Spartan Village resident has no other
choice, they’ll just have to take the shuttle.
Lance Analla is a Spartan Daily staff writer
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Worthy rival needed for Spartan athletes
First of all, they are right
t’s time that San Jose State
down the street in the someUniversity finds a rival and
what nicer part of town.
sticks to it.
Geographic proximity is the
There are plenty of possible
first and most important qualicandidates: Stanford University;
fication for rivalry status.
the University of California,
Proximity breads a number
Berkele; any of the San Francisco
of
things, one of which is the
universities;
Fresno
State
possibility that we
strong
University; and then, of course,
actually
SJSU students
there’s Santa Clara University.
know our foes on a personal
For years, our administrators
level. We went to high school
have tried to pump up Stanford
as our rival. And, truth be told, they meet a lot of the with Santa Clara students, we partied with Santa
requirements: They are close geographically, they are Clara students, we laughed at Santa Clara students
our polar opposites economically and we play them on and now we can do it again.
Wednesday, we play Santa Clara in the Mayor’s
a regular basis, at least in football. But let’s get real,
they don’t respect us and it’s pretty much impossible Cup. The Mayor’s Cup is a pair of basketball games
to have a rivalry with someone who doesn’t care if played on neutral ground at the San Jose Arena,
they beat you or not. They don’t care that we have almost smack dab between the two schools’ campuses.
Last year, the men’s game went to double overtime
beaten them in football two years running, but we just
don’t play them often enough in other sports to really before the mighty Spartans fell on a last-second shot.
Conspicuously there wasn’t a whole lot of blue and
call them a rival or to build up a real relationship.
UC Berkeley is very similar to Stanford in the gold in the stands, possibly because we are asked to
potential rival standpoint. I’m pretty sure they don’t pay for our tickets rather than receiving them for free
even know we exist. While we are both public schools, like they are for home games.
If Spartan basketball fans can’t find it in themI think it’s fair to say no one is really being kept up
late trying to decide between becoming a Spartan or a selves to go to this game, then they probably never
will.
The men’s team is in the midst of its best season
Golden Bear.
San Francisco schools just aren’t interesting since 1973-74, after it improved to 3-0 with a road vicenough for us to be rivrils with. San Francisco State tory over the University of Northern Arizona.
But bigger than the game is the need for this rivalUniversity, while definitely a rival academically, can
not hold a candle to our athletic prowess which says
It should extend beyond the basketball court and
little about either school. The University of San
Francisco suffers from something called distance, plus into the streets. That doesn’t mean we should go out
the only person I know who decided to attend SJSU and start fights, but it does mean we should make fun
of each other at parties and in bars.
instead of USF is my girlfriend.
Fresno State is supposed to be our rival and in lots
This should be a good-natured, yet bitter rivalry.
of ways they are. They really have a hate on for us over Losing to the Broncos should hurt.
What makes Santa Clara such a good rivalry
in the valley, but I don’t think SJSU students share
their passion. That’s not to say we shouldn’t. Fresno beyond the courts or fields of battle is their academics.
State has been our rival for eternity, it seems, but the Despite their standing as a private school, we all know
steam seems to have cooled on that rivalry. For what- the kind of people who attend that institution.
They, often times, are private school people. They
ever reason, the Red Wave what their fans are
called only inspire hate when we can see them. Out went to Bellarmine in San Jose or maybe Palma in
Salinas and continued on to Santa Clara.
of sight, out of mind, as they say.
Unlike Stanford, everyone there didn’t receive a 5.0
No, in this era of attention deficit disorder the
GPA in high school. They are average students like
Spartans need a more visible rival.
t18.
Luckily there’s one right down the road the
The best part is they need us as much as we need
Alameda, to be exact.
which is most unlike any of the other potenThat’s where SCU now sits, and they are the per- them
fect fit to assume the role of our newest, most bitter tial rivals.
rival.
We should hate these guys and gals for
Jeremiah Oshan is the Spartan Daily executive editor
numerous reasons.
"Prophecies" appears Tuesdays.

much as I’d like to
Asbelieve that I’m
hip, I’m not. As
much as I want to be able
to fit in with a college
crowd, I don’t. As much as
I want to get "it," I can’t.
The revelation that I
am the epitome of an aging-don’t-understandthese-damn -kids-nowadays adult hit me like a
stack of 45 records at the Kid Rock concert Friday.
My un-hipness level has nothing to do with the
music, but more to do with the fact that I’ve
become the enemy a grown-up.
This is a hard fact for me to admit, seeing as I
once proclaimed to my very unhip parents who
tortured me with endless hours of Dan Fogelberg,
Barry Manilow, Seals and Crofts and even my
personal demon, John Denver that I would
never become so old and grown up that I forgot
what is meant to be cool. Never say never, I guess.
Oh, I still love the music. Nothing sounds betcranked up in my minivan or
ter than Tool
Rage Against the Machine on the stereo at home
or Kid Rock at the Event Center.
I take delight and pride in the fact that even
someone can find
at my advanced age of 31
everything from the Crystal Method to Miles
Grateful Dead to
the
and
Genesis
Davis, 311 to
some drum and bass in my CD collection.
It wasn’t the music that made me feel like a
fish out of water, it was the crowd. I watched people go by and thought to myself, "Christ, I’m old."
I just don’t get it anymore.
I don’t get baggy pants so big a family of four
could fit in them. I don’t get sagging your pants so
low everyone can see your underwear I want to
give an atomic wedgie to everyone like that. I
don’t get fluorescent colored hair, or so many
piercings that you set the metal detector off at the
airport.
I want to get fluorescent clothing.
I don’t want to start sounding like someone’s
grandfather going on and on ad nauseum about
how I used to be able to buy a Coca-Cola for a
quarter I used to or about how I used to walk
to school in the snow five miles uphill each way
I didn’t.
I don’t know when, but sometime in the ’90s,
cool passed me by. I guess the cool bus left and f
wasn’t on it. Maybe times have changed faster
than I’m willing to admit, but things weren’t like
this when I was a kid.
First of all, I never would have been allowed to
roam around at a concert unchaperoned
when I was 10 years old. My parents didn’t let me
go to a concert alone until I was 13 it was
Cheap Trick. And just as the 10-year-old was
Friday, I got wasted. Not sneak a sip of beer from
your dad while he’s not looking, but pot smoking,
red-eyed wasted.
Second, I don’t remember girls being that slutty when I was a teenager yes, I’m complaining
about that. I sat and watched a 14- or 15-year-old
girl sit on this guy’s lap during the intermission.
Not only did they make out no surprise but
I’m sure with all of the groping going on, one of
them got their rocks off.
I think the reason I suddenly felt old was that
I could see my sons in the action of each kid I saw,
and it frightened me. Oh, well as old as I get, or
feel, at least I wasn’t the idiot standing on his
chair in ripped 501’s and a black Journey concert
shirt, flicking his Bic and yelling, "Freebird."
Aaron Williams is the Spartan Daily assistant
sports editor ’Mr Bad Example" appears Tuesday.

Students should not be forced to give unused financial aid back to schools
(U-WIRE) COLUMBUS, Ohio
The which include Federal Direct Student
Ohio State pay a set fee for health insur- school.

Higher Education Act is considered one of
the most important pieces of federal legislation that exists today. The act, which
authorizes most of the country’s federal
student aid programs, contains numerous
regulations that have been designed to
help students acquire aid at colleges and
universities throughout the United
States.
However, due to recent changes, the
Higher Education Act may serve to harm
some students as well.
Beginning next summer, students who
receive aid from Title IV programs

Loans, Federal Perkins Loans, Federal
SEOG Grants and Federal Pell Grants
will be required to pay back a portion of
their money if they drop out of school.
In other words, if the federal government gives you money to go to school, and
you drop out, it wants back whatever
money you didn’t use, even though it has
already been paid to the university.
Advocates of this new law feel that it
will encourage students to stay in school.
However, this law is actually a greedy
move by our federal government.
Webster’s Dictionary defines aid as

GUEST EDITORIAL
help, support or assistance. Nowhere does
it say that if the help, support or assistance is not beneficial, it should be
returned.
Although it may seem reasonable to
ask for this money back, the same privilege is not given to the rest of us. Take
health insurance, for example. Every
quarter, tens of thousands of students at

ance. In four years, if you haven’t gotten
sick or needed to make use of the OSU
Medical Center, shouldn’t you get your
money back?
But you don’t, do you? So now the federal government has the nerve to tell students we must pay back money that never
belonged to us in the first place, as a
penalty for dropping out?
No student goes to college with the
intent of dropping out. It just happens.
The federal government gives student aid
not to push a student through school, but
to give him or her the opportunity to go to
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If that opportunity is lost, students
should not be forced to pay money back.
Instead, it should remain in the university to be offered as scholarship or financial
funding for students who were not given
federal aid.
If anyone should be paying money
back, it should be the university from
which the student withdrew, for it is that
university that was given the money
which was not put to use.
If we are forced to pay this money back,
fine. But students had better be getting a
check at graduation for the health insurance many people don’t use.
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So, what are you doing for New Year’s
Eve?
The Spartan Daily wants to know how
you plan to celebrate the end of the
century. Tell us your plans by e-mail at
sdaily@jmc.sjsu.edu, attn: opinion editor. A list of the party plans will be
published Dec. 6, 1999. No names will
be included.
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Readers are encouraged to express themselves on
the Opinion page with a letter to the editor.
A letter to the editor is a 200-word response to an
issue or point of view that has appeared in the
Spartan Daily.
Submissions become the property of the Spartan
Daily and may be edited for clarity, grammar, libel
and length. Submissions must contain the
author’s name, address, phone number, signature and major.
Submissions may be put in the Letters to the
Editor box at the Spartan Daily Office in Dwight
Bente! Hall Room 209, sent by fax to (408) 924-3237,
e-mail at SDAILY0jmc.sjsu.edu or mailed to the
Spartan Daily Opinion Editor, School of Journalism
and Mass Communications, San Jose State
University, One Washington Square, San Jose, CA
95192-0149.
Editorials are written by, and are the consensus of, the Spartan Daily editors, not the
staff.
Published opinions and advertisements do not necessarily reflect the views of the Spartan Daily, the School
of Journalism and Mass Communications or SJSU.
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Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass from 12:10 p.m. to
12:35 p.m. at the Campus Ministry
Center, 300 S. 10th St. For more
information, call the Rev. Bob Barry
at 938-1610.
School of Art and Design
Student galleries art exhibitions,
10 a.m. to 4 p.m., art receptions, 6
p.m. to 8 p.m. in the Art and
Industrial Studies buildings. For
more information, call John or
Jenny at 924-4330.
Career Center
RØsumØ critique, 12:30 p.m. to
2:15 p.m. in Building F. For more
information, call the Career
Resource Center at 924-6031.
SJSU Artist Guild
Christmas sale, 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
in the art quad across from the
Student Union. For more information, call Joe Battiato at 924-4316.
SJSU Artique Staff Arts and
Crafts
Artique member meeting, 12
p.m. to 1 p.m. in Sweeney Hall,
Room 313. For more information.
call Maria Romo at 924-2592.
Nutrition and Food Science
Department
Body composition analysis. 8
a.m. to 10 a.m, in the Central
Classroom building, Room 221. For
more information, call James Burke
at 924-3377.
School of Art and Design
Tuesday night lecture series:
Steve Dietz, director of New Media
lnitivatives at the Walker Art
Center in Minnesota, 5 p.m. to 6
p.m. in the Art building, Room 133.
For more information, call Andy at
924-4328.
Catholic Campus Ministry
Advent Season: A reflection, 7
p.m. at the Campus Ministry
Chapel. For more information, call
the Rev. Bob Barry at 938-1610.

School of Journalism and Mass
Communications
Convocation ticket sales, 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. on the first floor of Dwight
Bentel Hall. For more information,
call Kerry Hall at 292-1825 or email decconvocation@hotmail.com.
Library Donations and Book
Sales
Ongoing book sales, 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. in Clark Library, Room 408.
For more information, call the
acquisitions department at 9242705.
Student Health Center
The Nutrition Education Action
Team is available for presentations
to student groups on topics such as
healthy eating on campus, sports
nutrition, body image, eating disorders and general nutrition. For
more informati in, call Nancy Black,
nutritionist, at 924-6118.
Golden Key National Honor
Society
Donate canned goods for the
Second Harvest Food Bank in the
Associated Students office, Student
Union. For more information, e-mail
Meesha Puri at
mpuri44qhotmail.com.
The War Zone
Underground hip-hop on SJSU’s
radio station. KSJS 90.5, 10 p.m. to
2 a.m. For more information, call
924-KSJS.
Al -Anon Meeting
Help for families and friend., of
alcoholics, every Tuesday, 12:15
p.m. in the Administration building,
Room 222B.
Chicano Commencement
Weekly meeting, 7 p.m. in the
Chicano Resource Center. For more
information, call Celeste at 2595630 or Alejandra at 971-7942.
Students for Humanitarian
Interests
Presentation on the three strikes
law and what the police can and
cannot do to you, by Santa Clara
County Deputy Public Defender

Sparta Guide
Bridgett E. Jones, 230 p.m. to 4:30
p.m in the Almaden room, Student
Union. For more information, e-mail
shijustice@hotmail.com.
Counseling Services
Ongoing support group for students taking or considering taking
medications for concerns such as
depression. anxiety, OCD, etc., 4
p.m. to 5 p.m. in the Administration
building, Room 222B. For more
information. call Jill Steinberg or
Christie Fukunaga at 924.5910.
Counseling Services
Study skills workshop. 1 p.m_ to
2 p.m. in the Administration building, Room 269. For more information, call Mary Moore at 924.5910.

Wednesday
School of Art and Design
Student galleries art exhibitions,
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art and
Industrial Studies buildings. For
more information, call John or
Jenny at 924-4330.
Library Donations and Book
Sales
Ongoing book sales, 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. in Clark Library, Room 408.
For more information, call the
acquisitions department at 9242705.
Who’s Who
Now accepting nominations for
students to be selected in the 19992000 Who’s Who Among Students in
American Universities and Colleges.
Forms available in the Student Life
Center. deadline is Dec. 3, 1999. For
more information, call 924-5950.
Chicano Commencement
Weekly meeting, 7 p.m. in the
Costanoan room, Student Union.
For more information, call Celeste
at 259-5630 or Alejandra at 971.
7942.

MAKE $100
EVEN BEFORE YOU
FIND A JOB!

for a chance to win $100

Sta te

614. For more information, call the
meteorology department at 9245200.

M.E.Ch.A.
Weekly general meeting, 2:30
p.m. in the Chicano Resource
Center. For more information, call
Herlinda at 407.2020 or Mario at
1510) 218-2425.

Tau Delta Phi
General meeting and elections, 6
p.m. in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
For more information, call John at
445-5440.

Catholic Campus Ministry
Bible study, 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. at
the Campus Ministry Center, 300 S.
10th St. For more information, call
the Rev. Bob Barry at 938-1610.

Vietnamese Students
Association
General meeting, 4:30 p.m. to 6
p.m. in the Costanoan room,
Student Union. For more information, call Huey at 295-7874.

HIV / AIDS Committee
"AIDS From a Global
Perspective" symposium, from 12
p.m. to 2 p.m. in the Pacifica room,
Student Union, For more information, call Martha O’Connell at 9241967.

Re-entry Advisory Program
Brown bag lunch - end of
semester party, 12 p.m. to 1:30 p.m.
in the Pacheco room, Student
Union For more information, call
Jane Boyd at 924-5950.

School of Journalism and Mass
Communications
Convocation ticket sales. 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. on the first floor of Dwight
Bentel Hall. For more information,
call Kerry Hall at 292-1825 or email decconvocationehotmail.com.

Counseling Services
Grief group - attendance every
week is not mandatory, the information revealed in the group is confidential - 3:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. in
the Administration building, Room
222B For more information, call
Holly Hopkins at 924-5910.
Department of Meteorology
Presentation: Use of Mesoscale
Model Data for Forecasting, with
Jason E. Nachamkin, research scientist from the Naval Research
Laboratory in Monterey, 12 p.m. to
1:15 p.m. in Duncan Hall, Room

University

call Kerry Hall at 292-1825 or email decconvocation@hotmail.COM.
Library Donations and Book
Sales
Ongoing book sales, 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. in Clark Library, Room 408.
For more information, call the
acquisitions department at 9242705.

Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.
Christmas clothes drive - boxes
in Washburn Hall and Joe West
Hall, or call the hotline to have
clothing picked up at 924-6915.

Thursday
Mosaic
Multicultural Issues Forum, 12
p.m. to 2 p.m. in Mosaic, third floor
of the Student Union. For more
information, call 924-6255 or e-mail
culturesqemail.sjsu.edu.

Peer Health Education
Gender and Sexual Health Team
World AIDS Day, 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. in
front of the Student Union. Free
ribbons and information.
Candlelight vigil, 6 p.m. to 8:30
p.m. in the Spartan Memorial
Center. For more information, call
Renee Allen at 924-6204.

SJSU Artique Staff Arts and
Crafts
Staff arts and crafts show and
sale, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Student
Union, third and fourth floors. For
more information, call Maria Romo
at 924-2592.

School of Music and Dance
Company One dance show, 11
a.m. and 7 p.m. in the University
Theatre. For more information, call
Loressa at 292-6494
The Listening Hour
Latin jazz ensemble: Eleven member ensemble performs classic
Latin jazz favorites, 12:30 p.m. to
1:15 p.m. in the Music building
Concert Hall. For more information,
call Joan Stubbe at 924-4631.
Catholic Campus Ministry
Taize prayer - Ecumenical
prayer for Christians, 7 p.m. at the
Campus Ministry Center, 300 S.
10th St. For more information, call
the Rev. Bob Barry or Dick Roe at
938-1610.
Counseling Services
Stress workshop, 3:30 p.m. to
4:45 p.m. in the Administration
building, Room 269. For more information, call Jill Steinberg or John
Reid at 924-5910.
SJSU Karate Club
Mandatory meeting for all club
officials and members, new members welcome to attend, 5 p.m.
Location to be announced.

School of Art and Design
Student galleries art exhibitions
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art and
Industrial Studies buildings. For
more information, call John or
Jenny at 924-4330.
School of Journalism and Mass
Communications
Convocation ticket sales, 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. on the first floor of Dwight
Bentel Hall. For more information,

Sparta Guide is provided free of charge
to students, faculty and staff The deadline
for entries is noon, three days before desired
publication date. Entry forms are available
in the Spartan Daily Office. Space restrictions may require editing of submissions.

UNIVERSITY
STANFORD
Standford Teacher Education Program
(STEP)

Enter your resume at

www.jobdirect.com/contest

Jose

is now recruiting!

.To reach is to Touch a OOYe former
STEP is a unique twelve-month program (summer plus
the academic year) leading to a Master of Arts in
Education and a California Professional Clear Single
Subject Teaching Credential. You also obtain
Crosscultural, Language, and Academic Development
(CLAD) certification.

Application deadline: January 3, 2000

For more informantion and/or an application:
Contact the STEP Office at
susanh@leland.stanford.edu or

www.jobdirect.com

call (650) 723-4897.
hit ://www.stanford.edu/dept/SUSE/navigation/programsnayfrm.html
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’Cowboy’ beats the
ringmaster’s circus
Eclectic Kid Rock brings his creative, R-rated act to the Event Center at SJSU
the show, Kid Rock emerged in
his pimp gear, consisting of a fulllength, white fur coat, top hat
and cane accompanied by the
PT. Barnum ain’t got nothing dancing girls.
As the band quieted, the
on Kid Rock.
Barnum, the man who created theme from "SWAT" started
"The Greatest Show on Earth," playing. And as the ringmaster
could’ve learned a thing or two surveyed the crowd, he suddenly
belted out, "My name is Kid
Friday at the Event Center.
Kid Rock brought his R-rated Rock!" and the band launched
circus to San Jose, and while it into a fevered rendition of
might never qualify as "The "Bawitdaba."
Hopping around on stage like
Greatest Show on Earth," it was
a cat with its tail on fire, Kid
certainly quite a spectacle.
There were dental floss-clad Rock worked the crowd during
dancing girls in elevated cages the opening number, often
encouraging them to "tear up this
above the stage.
There was the Twisted Brown joint."
The beauty of Kid Rock is his
Tucker Band, complete with guitars, drums, keyboards and a DJ ability to not just straddle the
lines
separating the genres of
and his turntable.
And there was the ringmaster music, but to erase them and
make his own.
Kid Rock himself.
It doesn’t matter if it’s rock,
As the Twisted Brown Tucker
Band lathered the crowd into a rap, country or hip-hop, Kid Rock
frenzy performing the requisite means to destroy those boundrock ’n’roll solos at the onset of aries the way Keith Moon used to
By Aaron Williams
Daily staff rdolor

Aaron Neville, and I’m down with
the devil."
As the show wore on, the dancing girls a horrible distraction
for most male audience members
retreated backstage and Kid
Rock broke out the guitar.
Showing the versatility he
brags about throughout "Devil,"
Kid Rock slowed the tempo with
some blues, pumped the crowd
back up with some bona fide hiphop, and even played a medley of
Hank Williams Jr.’s "Can the
Cowboy Survive?," Creedence

Concert
Review
destroy hotel rooms on the road
with The Who.
The 90-minute show spanned
the gamut of Kid Rock’s "Devil
Without a Cause" CD, with the
only low point being the absence
of Kid Rock’s midget-protØgØ Joe
C. "Got a high -ass voice like

The beauty of Kid Rock is his
ability to not just straddle the
lines separating the genres of
music, but to erase them and
make his own.

SJSU’s Company One brings its annual
musical review to University Theater
By Liz Cloutman
Daily staff writer
The class valedictorian is
delivering a cliche-ridden commencement speech about the
bright future that lies ahead for
graduates in the new millennium.
Suddenly
he stops and
begins to speak cynically about
the many obstacles to achieving
success. The stunned graduates
must decide whether or not they
should even attempt to fulfill
their dreams.

IPreview
So begins "You Don’t Know
Me ... But You Will," Company
One’s ninth annual musical
review at San Jose State
University.
The ensemble will sing and
dance to popular songs as well
as
tunes
from
Stephen
Sondheim’s musical, "Merrily
We
Roll
Along,"
Marvin
Hamlisch’s "A Chorus Line,"
Jason Robert Brown’s "Songs for
a New World" and
Harvey
Schmidt’s "The Fantastiks," the
world’s longest running musi-

crazily, but I push lovingly."
Two of Scott’s Company One
ensemble
this
semester,
Elizabeth
Earnheart
and
Daxfurth Houston, want to
become professional performers.
"I’ll probably go to New York
after graduation," said Houston,
a senior and a Company One
member for the past five years.
Earnheart, a senior and
ensemble member for the past
four years, said she also plans to
go to New York after graduation
and is grateful for the experiences that being a Company
One member has brought.
"Company One has been a
stepping
stone
for
me,"
Earnhart said. "We’re constantly challenged to our utmost. The
company’s been like my family
for four years. She’s (Scott) the
most aspiring professor I’ve
ever had the pleasure of knowing."
There will be four performances of "You Don’t Know Me
... But You Will"
at the
University Theatre in Hugh
Gillis Hall 7 p.m. on Dec. 2,
11 a.m. and 7 p.m. on Dec. 3,
and 7 p.m. on Dec. 4.
Tickets are $6 for students
and seniors and $12 for general
admission.

"I bring a real sense of reality.
(I tell members) here is what it
takes. I push crazily, but I
push lovingly."
Janie Scott
SJSU assistant dance professor

and Company One director
cal, which premiered in 1960.
Company One is not a class
but a musical theater ensemble
in residence at the School of
Music and Dance, and admission is by audition only. This
semester the ensemble has 13
members, seven women and six
men.
"The company functions as a
training ground for (the skills
needed in) musical theater
acting, singing and dancing,"
said Janie Scott, an assistant
professor of dance at SJSU and
director of the ensemble.
Students who are accepted
into Company One must commit
to one semester with the troupe.
The ensemble meets for a minimum of two hours a day,
Monday through Friday.
Scott said Company One

includes not only theater
majors, but also students from
the dance, creative arts, interior
design and computer science
departments.
Scott has extensive experience as a singer / dancer on and
off Broadway, so she seems well
qualified to advise Company
One members who have dreams
of becoming professional performers.
She has acted in a number of
musicals. She played Wendy in
"Peter Pan" opposite Sandy
Duncan, and performed in the
first touring company of "A
Chorus Line" and the first Los
Angeles company of Andrew
Lloyd Weber’s "Cats."
"I bring a real sense of reality," Scott said. "(I tell members)
here is what it takes. I push
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EARN EXTRA $$$ FOR THE HOLIDAYS!
PARKING ATTENDANTS
Earn up to $15 per hour. We will work around your finals schedule.
People needed right away. FT/PT available now. Daytime and evening
hours (weekdays, weekends).Must have Ca. Driver’s license and
over 18 years old.

APPLY NOW!

(408) 370-7755
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‘1111oby Dick’ spinoff
draws positive reviews
Una
BOSTON (AP)
Spenser only got a few lines in
"Moby-Dick."
Aside from a fleeting
description of Captain Ahab’s
wife as "a sweet, resigned girl,"
the unnamed wife of the fearsome sea captain and the
mother of his child went nearly
unmentioned and largely
unnoticed except by scholars
for nearly 150 years.
Now Una has been brought
to life by Sena Jeter Naslund,
whose new novel, ’Ahab’s Wife
or, The Star Gazer," aspires to
be a literary companion to
Herman Melville’s literary
classic.
But this Una is no traditionwoman.
19th-century
al
Rather, she’s a resilient heroine who lives a life filled with
love affairs, adventure and the
company of both Melvillian
heroes like Ahab and Starbuck
and real-life historical figures
like Maria Mitchell and
Margaret Fuller.
And unlike her husband,
whose obsession with a white
whale led to destruction and
ruin, Una is no tragic figure.
Her controversial story is
drawing raves from some critics, but traditional Melville
scholars like retired University
of Delaware professor Hershel
Parker dismiss the novel as an
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Obnoxious as a used car salesman or
an expert at the soft sell, we don’t care.

WE’RE LOOKING
FOR CAMPUS SALES HELP.
Earn 10 bucks for every friend you sign up for this new, free Internet service.
Be part of the Internet’s future with ThinkLink. Were a free service that
helps you control your phone and messaging needs by combining them.
Free voicemail that you can access over the Internet and phone.
Your own local number.
Your own 800 number for life.
An 800 number that can be used as a calling card
Calling service that’s only 5( a minute
To become a ThinkLink sales rep., send an email
to salesrepOThinklink.com or call 877-206-6169.

opportunist, politically correct
"bodice ripper."
"There’s not too fine a line
between interpretive homage
and an easy way to make an
easy buck," said Parker, author
of "Herman Melville: A
Biography, 1819-1851."
Parker said the Kentucky
novelist’s book capitabzes on
Melville’s legendarV ditnitetets
for profit, without contributing
anything of literary worth.
"It’s designed for people who
don’t know anything about literature to think they know
something," he said.
The hubris involved in trying to make a place for "Ahab’s
Wife" next to one of American
literature’s most revered works
was not lost on Naslund, 57.
"I knew I was running a
Naslund, a
said
risk,"
University of Louisville professor and the author of the novels, "Sherlock in Love" and
"The Animal Way to Love," as
well as the short story collections, "The Disobedience of
Water" and "Ice Skating at the
North Pole."
"I tried to be faithful to the
spirit of Moby-Dick and the
facts of Moby-Dick. (I know
that) you can’t send a minnow
a little book after MobyDick," she said.

Fanny & Alexander

CENTURY GRAPHICS
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sleeve, Kid Rock soloed on each
band member’s instrument
while they were also playing
them including an inspired
scratch session on the turntable.
And as the final note of the
night died out,with the ringmaster standing at the front of the
stage in full pimp posture surveying the mayhem he had created, you just knew RT. Barnum
was smiling.
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Clearwater Revival’s "Fortunate
Son" and the Guess Who’s "We’re
an American Band."
As the girls re-emerged, Kid
Rock busted out a guitar-powered
electric voice box on his current
single, "Cowboy." It brought flashbacks of Peter Frampton on his
1977 smash album "Frampton
Comes Alive."
He then slowed things down to
play the ballad "Wasting Time."
With a few tricks still up his

.,
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draft beer &
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After 9pm
w/ student ID
Happy Hours
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408-287-1737
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L. A. may test on ill
County debates
experimenting in
mental hospitals
LOS ANGELES (AP)
Los
Angeles County has taken a first
step toward ending a four-year
ban on psychotropic drug experiments involving mentally ill people in its care, officials said
Monday.
However, any drug trials are
years off and would involve tight
safeguards, including requirements that the patient and a
judge grant permission and that
the patient directly benefit from
the research, said Marvin
Southard, director of the county
Department of Mental Health.
"Medical research in general
for psychiatric purposes is a good
thing," he said. "The other side of
it is that people who are
impaired ... should have the
utmost protection (to ensure)
they are not exploited."
Nearly 2,000 patients would
be eligible to take part in tests.
Most are impoverished schizophrenics placed under the county’s control as "conservatees"
because a court deemed them
unable to care for themselves.
People under private conservatorship already can take part

in drug trials.
Southard said any testing
involving county conservatees
would be small-scale. Guidelines
would have to be developed
before any testing could start,
and that involves a long process
of public hearings, input from
experts and possibly approval
from the county Board of
Supervisors, he said.
"All we’ve really agreed to is to

Angeles Times. Any drug might
benefit anyone. But when you’re
looking for new psychotropic
drugs you’re looking for a needle
in a haystack."
Severely mentally ill patients
may be unable to give free and
informed consent, other critics
said.
"There’s an inherent pressure
... when an individual is dependent on institutional staff for all
their needs and freedom," Ron
Schraiber, the mental health
department’s consumer advocate, told the Times. "That essentially precludes voluntary consent."
However, some activists said
the mentally ill shouldn’t be considered incapable of making any
decisions.
"Mental illness is also cyclical.
Edward Opton
You have good days and bad
member of the state’s Committee for Protection of Human Subjects days," said Chad Costello, director of programs for the Mental
Health Association of Orange
consider thinking about a policy," help you, for the county to say County, a nonprofit group.
Experimental drugs may benSouthard said.
you can’t have access to it, that
Orange and San Diego coun- doesn’t mean it’s an ethical efit mentally ill people who don’t
respond to current medications
ties do not permit drug testing on thing."
professionals
and or who must use drugs with
conservatees. The Los Angeles
Some
"pretty
nasty" side effects,
County ban was instituted after activists were skeptical.
"Beware of people who say ’I’m Costello said.
a private patient involved in a
"This may offer them some
clinical trial at Camarillo State only doing this for your own
in the good,’" Edward Opton, a psychol- hope to be off of conservatorship,
Hospital which is not
ogist and member of the state’s if this is the one that works for
county system died in 1993
from a self-administered aspirin Committee for the Protection of them," he said.
Human Subjects, told the Los
dose.
A county committee that
spent months on the issue voted
4-3 on Nov. 16 to recommend a
policy for allowing county conservatees to test psychotropic drugs,
which treat mental disorders.
"If things can proceed safely, it
may help some people," argued
Dr. Marcus Weise, chairman of
the human subject research committee. "If you knew that there
was a new medication that would

"Any drug might benefit anyone. But when you’re looking
for new psychotropic drugs
you’re looking for a needle in a
haystack."

FCC frees up satellite companies
The nation’s leadWASHINGTON (AP)
ing satellite TV companies are getting a running start on the holiday season, bolstered by
new legislation that lets them beam local
channels into subscribers’ homes.
The satellite provision, included in the
massive budget package that President
Clinton signed into law Monday, will enable
satellite customers to watch local TV news,
weather and sports broadcasts, just as cable
owners do.
Federal regulators hope the legislation will
boost competition to the cable industry and
drive down prices.
"I expect that this law will keep cable rates
and services in check by making satellite a
real choice for customers," said Bill Kennard,
chairman of the Federal Communications
Commission.
Almost immediately, top satellite companies began offering local ABC, CBS, NBC and
Fox channels in some of their largest markets.
The legislation lets satellite companies begin
to provide local signals right away, allowing
them to tap into the holiday gift -buying spree.
Once they start offering local channels,
satellite TV providers will have six months to

"I expect that this
law will keep cable
rates and services
in check by making
satellite a real
choice for customers."
Bill Kennard
FCC chairman
hammer out required retransmission agreements with the networks. By 2002, companies
that carry any local broadcast stations in a
market would have to carry all of them.
Littleton, Colo. -based EchoStar, a big player in the industry, launched local channel service Monday in 13 markets, among them New
York, Los Angeles, Chicago, San Francisco,
Denver, Miami and Washington.
Company officials spent part of Monday at

Welfare recipients get aid
A
SACRAMENTO (API
county must replace a welfare
check within five working days of
the date it is reported lost, stolen
or destroyed, a state appeals court
ruled Monday, rejecting a state
policy in effect since 1993.
The state Department of Social
Services has taken the position
that a county is required only to
investigate a welfare recipient’s
loss report within five days, and
can withhold the check if it
decides the report is wrong. The
recipient must then appeal to the
department for the check, and go
to court if the department upholds
the county.
But the 3rd District Court of
Appeal said the state’s interpretation contradicts the language and
the intent of state law.

a consumer electronics store in Denver, where
they watched customers sign up for the service.
"It’s kind of like the president put the pen
down and we started selling," said Judianne
Atencio, EchoStar spokeswoman. "This has
been the barrier to entry; not only the last
one, but the biggest one.
The company said it plans to offer local
channels in more than 30 markets within the
next four months, which will enable it to reach
60 percent of U.S. households.
DirecTV, the nation’s largest satellite company, introduced local signals Monday for customers in its New York and Los Angeles markets. In the corning days, it will add five more
cities and expects to enter around 25 of the
top markets by the end of January. That
would our a satellite package with local
channels to 50 million households.
Local channels will cost $5.99 a month, on
top of other services customers select.
DirecTV satellite packages start at $14.99,
but the average subscriber spends about $58,
company spokesman Bob Marsocci said. This
figure also reflects consumers who watch payper-view movies and televised events, he said.

"The public policy underlying
the statute is to ensure that the
needs of public assistance recipients are met without interruption," said Justice Richard Sims in
the 3-0 ruling.
particularly
Investigations,
speedy ones, are not always accurate, Sims said. He noted that if a
further investigation shows that
the family had already received
the money, the state can deduct
the overpayment from future
checks, and can seek criminal
prosecution in cases of fraud.

Thursday December 2, 1999
9:00 am - 4:00 pm Student Union
Join Us for this One Day
Event!
Come discover what the SJSU staff
do outside their 9 to 5 jobs. Over 30
artisans will be on hand for you to
find that perfect gift. Enjoy the
refreshments, enter to win a door
prize, and listen to the
SJSU Coraliers perform.

REGISTER & PLAY 4 FREE

WIN REAL-CASH
2/1/2000
12/20/1999

REGISTER BY
TO QUALIFY FOR

California Language Center
Instructor ($10-$15)

Lab Assistants ($7)
help children log onto the computer
no knowledge of computers necessary
pick day you want to work
(3:00 pm- 6:00pm)
will train
Looking for individuals who.
--like teaching children
--are reliable and flexible
New Term starting from1/3/2000
Call now for details
California Language Center
1350 South Mary Avenue
Sunnyvale, CA 94087
(408)530-0563

Think You’re Smart???

DOUBLE CASH AMOUNT
www.hunting4treasure.com
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Astronomers find
six new planets
At least five may be able to sustain life
WASHINGTON IAPI
Astronomers have found evidence of six new planets orbiting distant stars, bringing to 28
the planets known to exist outside of the solar system.
An international team of
astronomers
announced
Monday that all the newly discovered planets are about the
size of Jupiter or larger and
they all orbit stars 65 to 192
light
years
from Earth.
At least five
of them, given
their distance
from
their
stars,
could
have
liquid
water, a fundamental
requirement
for life, the
researchers
said.
The
planets’ presence was discovered
by
measuring a
very
slight
motion distortion, or wobble,
of the target
star. The wobble is caused by
the gravitational pull from a
planet that orbits the star.
The
astronomy
team
includes Steven Vogt of the
University of California, Santa
Cruz; Geoffrey Marcy of the
University
of
California,
Berkeley; Paul Butler of the
Carnegie
Institution
of
Washington, and Kevin Apps of
the University of Sussex,
England. The group discovered
many of the other extrasolar
system planets.
A report on their findings
will be published in the
Astrophysical Journal.
All of the newfound planets
are thought to be giant balls of
hydrogen and helium gas, similar to Jupiter.
Most of the extrasolar planets circle their parent stars in
eccentric, oval -shaped orbits.
One of the newly discovered
planets dips to within 36 mil-

lion miles of its star and then
swings out to more than 214
million miles.
"It is beginning to look like
neatly stacked, circular orbits
such as we seen in our own
solar system are relatively
rare," Vogt said in a statement.
The Earth orbits the sun in
an almost circular orbit of
about 93 million miles. The
Earth -to-sun distant is called
an astronomical unit, or
AU, and is a
v alue
astronomers
use
to
express plandisetary
tances.
Five of the
six new planets are within what is
called
the
habitable
zone. This is
a
region
around a star
Steven Vogt
where temastronomer peratures
would allow
liquid water
to exist. Planets and moons
inside the habitable zone are
thought to be too hot for liquid
water, and those outside the
zone are thought to be too cold.
"These planets are at just
the right distance, with temperatures in one case around 108
like a hot day in
degrees F
Sacramento," said Vogt.
It is unlikely that an Earth sized planet could coexist with
the newly discovered planets,
said Vogt. The presence of the
Jupiter-sized planets at their
orbital distance from the host
stars would cause smaller planets to be ejected from around
the star. This does not happen
to the Earth because Jupiter
orbits far outside the Earth’s
orbital’path.
Any moons orbiting the planets within the habitable zone,
said Vogt, "offer the possibility
of liquid water and the eventual emergence of life."

"These planets are at just
the right distance, with
temperatures
... like a hot
day in
Sacramento."

.
ADD/ADHD
Adult Therapy Group & Parent
Classes, Individual therapy.
Call Eve Solis, MA
(408) 246-3874

5th Annual SJSU Staff Artique

FIRST GAME STARTS

English, Spanish, Japanese
target language must he
his/her native language
no experience needed
will train

Jose
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One stop "41
shopping
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CRAM.
Finals are fast-approaching and Thinkwell.com
is the perfect tool to help you through it.

Confused about something?
Video lectures from our great teachers will help
you understand that stubborn concept you’ve
been struggling with all semester.

Can’t make office hours?
Our site is available 24/7. Fire off a question
to one of our tutors and we’ll reply in a
matter of hours.

Want to take a mock final?
We’ll build you a customized exam covering
only the topics you need to know. See how
you’ll score BEFORE it counts.

&IKIZENT-A-CA2
10% OFF WITH SJSU STUDENT/FACULTY I.D.
Best Daily and Weekly Rates in Silicon Valley (Special Insurance and Shop Rates)
Wide variety of current model vehicle including Vans 710 15 passenger, 4X4’s and convertibles.
Free Pick-up Service-(Geographica)ly restricted in Silicon Val -;)
Under 25 years of age ----OKAY!!! FEES WAVED

(408)998-7200
located at 711 Coleman
Ave. (near San Jose Airport)
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Full membership
Is 57.95/week.

Lots of
FREE stuff.

Sign up now and
get 25% off.

In the registration process you will be asked for a "coupon code".
Enter the word ’PAPER’ to get 25% off. Offer expires 12131199.

thmkwell.com
Make the Grade.
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SPORTS
SJSU teams running for Mayor
San

Jose

State

University

Vacation a tuneup
for Wednesday’s
Mayor’s Cup
By Mike osegueda
Daily staff writer
Head coach Janice Richard
knew from day one that height
would be a barrier for her women’s
basketball team.
However, on Sunday the size
disadvantage it faced came from a
different source
the team’s
heart. With that lacking, San Jose
State University blew a 10-point
lead on its way to a 75-58 loss to
Lamar University, dropping the
Spartans’ record to 1-3.
"We didn’t play with heart,"
Richard said. "Today we didn’t
play like we wanted to win."
The loss was just one of four
games played by the men’s and
women’s basketball teams during
the Thanksgiving break.
On the horizon is the Mayor’s
Cup with a 5:30 p.m. and 7:30
p.m. start Wednesday at the San
Jose Arena for the women’s and
men’s team, respectively. Richard
pointed to the flat play of her team
right from the tip-off. Lamar came
out hot, scoring the game’s first
nine points and increased its lead
as the half progressed.
Neno Anguiano hit a jumper
and was fouled, and the ensuing
free throw put the Lady Cardinal
up 19-6, seven minutes into the
contest. But the Spartans then
took their game to the perimeter
and caught up.
Bernadette Suffle hit consecutive three-pointers and Juliana
Smith, Megan Gluhan and Sasha
Spalding all hit jumpers to put
SJSU within two.
Natasha Johnson then hit a
pair of free throws to tie the game,
and Spalding followed those with
a layup that put the Spartans up
by two. Johnson then hit four more
from the line in the next minute,
and another three from Baffle put
the Spartans up by nine..
After a flail, Sallie canned a
free. throw to make the. score. 3626, in fievor of &NIL
For the. remaining 4:30 in the.
half the teams matched baskets
until the. final 30 seconds, in which
Lamar was able to score. Ibur
unanswered points. The. run
included a layup at the. buzzer by
:Anguiano that eventually ended
-up being a momentum shifter,
Richard said.
When the Spartans came. out in
the second half they suffered from
the same. problems that plagued
them in the first half Davis connected from behind the threepoint arch three times for the. only
.points in the first four minutes of
the. half.
Facing a 43-39 deficit, Richard
said the. team was never able. to
recuperate..
"We started out flat and weren’t
able to put a run together,"
Richard said. "The basket at the.
end of the first half was a momentum shifter, then we had a hard
time. locating shooters."
One of those shooters was
Johnson. The senior guard, who
had led the Spartans in scoring
throughout the young season, sheet
only 1 -of-6 from the. field and if not
for a 9-of-9 performance. at the line.
would have been kept out of dou-

If"

()tad Pilster/Spartan baity
R.J. Powell, a San Jose State University guard, drives past Santa Barbara guard
B.J. Ward Wednesday at the Event Center. Powell scored a total of 7 points with 3
assists. SJSU won 62-41. The SJSU men’s and women’s basketball teams will partake
ble figure’s in scoring tier the first
time. this year.
Johnson said her sheets weren’t
falling in the. first halfand that she
could have. been num. aggressive.
She. pointed tee Suffle as being able
to pull some. of the. extra weight,
especially from three- point range..
"Bern Sane stepped up and
made some three’s in the first
half.- Johnson said. "But again,
we. came out flat tie the. second
half. We. we’re’ ma really intense
The. lack of intensity was evi
dent in the. second hall, a, the
Spartans clime out mid tired :may
three -pointers from all over the.
floor, something that was evident
in the. mere 19 points the team
scored in the half, while. shooting
11 percent from the. field.
With the. three -pointers not
falling, the team shifted its focus
tee the inside. game..
After Richard called a timeout.
the Spartans came out and got
their first points of the. half when
Johnson fed Spalding from the.
baseline. The. 6-fisa-2-inch center
powered her way to the. hoop for a
bask ’t and was fouled on her way

up. The basket came with just over
15 minutes left in the game, and
made. I he score 43-41. It would end
up being t he. closest the Spartans
would come. to the lead for the. rest
Of the in ie.
"We I rod tee get the. ball in to
Sasha. We. had some success with
that," Richard said. "But then we.
just went dead."
The demise came. in the form of
turneevers as the Spartans were
able. to muster only five. points in
nearl eight !MIMICS 41/1:1)
When the. team was finally able
to get back on the. board with a
Lepel) by Spalding. it was far tern
late tee make. a difference. Lamar
was up 64-53.
Then the. Cardinal pushed its
lead up on the. free-throw line. in
the. fined three minute’s.
Angitheno hit four free throws
for four of her 12 points. Marilynn
Brockman led Lamar in scoring
with 19 and Davis added 17.
Spalding led the. Spartans in
scoring with 17 points on 7-of-11
shooting.
Suffles’ five. treys and a free
throw gave her 16. Johnson was

in the Mayor’s Cup Wednesday at the San Jose Arena against Santa Clara University.
The women’s game will start at 5:30 p.m., while the men start at 7:30.

the. other Spartan in double figire’s, with 11. The team captured
its first win of the season on Nov.
23 when it topped Sonoma State
University 68-62.
Spalding led the team with a
16-point, 10-rebound performance.
Point guard Crissy DiLuzzio had
15 points on 5-of-9 shooting.
The women return to action
against Santa Clara University in
the first half of the Mayor’s Cup
Wednesday at the San Jose Arena.
The game starts at 5:30 p.m.
and will be followed by the
Spartan men going head -to-head
with Santa Clara as well.

Men improve to 3-0
Darnell Williams scored a total
of 30 points to lead the men’s basketball team in victories over the
University of California -Santa
Barbara, and the University of
Northern Arizona to improve to 30 for the first time since the 197374 season. Williams had 14 points
on 6-of-10 shooting when San Jose
State University tangled with
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Letters of intent
More positive news came. to the
Spartans in form of four additions
for next year’s team. Two of them,
Gary Black and Travis Robbins,
are coming to SJSU from Indian
Hills Community College in
Ottumwa, Iowa.
The 6-foot-4-inch Black aver-

aged six points and two assists per
game as a guard and Robbins, a 6foot-7 forward, scored 10.4 points
and brought down 5.5 rebounds
per contest as part of a team that
won its third consecutive National
Junior
College
Athletic
Association
National
Championship last season. Also
signing a letter of intent was
Tellys Knight, a forward from
Oxnard College.
Knight
brings
frontcourt
strength to the Spartans. He was
among the leaders in junior college
individual statistics, averaging
10.6 rebounds per game and
shooting 60.2 percent from the
field during his tenure with
Oxnard. Chris Funderburk is the
fourth of the signees.
The 6-foot-2 guard adds experience to the Spartan roster, playing
57 Division I games at the
University
of
Southwestern
Louisiana last season.
His ball handling skills will be
needed by the Spartans when this
year’s starting point guard R.J.
Powell graduates, head coach Steve
Barnes said in a press release.

EXTENDED DEADLINE
1999-2000
Who’s Who Among Students In
American Universities & Colleges
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Northern Arizona in its first road
contest of the season Saturday.
The Spartans prevailed 49-46
in the non -conference game, overcoming a second half that saw the
team outscored 32-28.
After the Spartans tied the
game at the 6:13 mark, Williams
hit two free throws that put SJSU
on top for good earlier in the half.
Kevin Blount nailed a jumper to
put the Spartans up by four.
Wednesday, it was Williams
who came up big again. He scored
16 and pulled down 10 rebounds as
the Spartans cruised to a 62-41 victory over UCSB. Landram and Ben
Sanders chipped in 11 points each.

Great opportunity to recognize outstanding SJSU students.
Juligihility

Daily Mass
12:10p.m.
Sunday Mass a 600 p.m
Tenth Street & San Carlos
Sunday Mass
8,00 p m
St Joseph Cathedral, let & Market Ste.

Matriculated juniors and seniors with at least 24 units
completed at SJSU or graduate students who have completed
at least 12 units at SJSU, & meet the following criteria:

ADVENT REFLECTION

1. Scholarship - San Jose State University (113A of at least 3.2

TUESDAY, NOVEMLICIf .30.7.00 P

ADVENT TAIZE PRAYER
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 2

I 00 P M

ADVENT/CHRISTMAS CONCERT
FRIDAY, DFCEMEIER 10 /00

e m

ADVENT/CHRISTMAS DINNER:
SUNDAY, DECEMBER
EUCHARIST

12, 5:00 PM. FOELOVVED BY

(6 00 r m) Pt.E.am. nrc.mreirrv MT MASER 6
CATHOLIC C ANIMA MINISTRY

10TH ST AND SAN CARLOS
1408/ 133E31610

2. Leadership - Demonstrated leadership roles/responsibilities
"Thanks is not enough. We never met her but we wish her a
lifetime of happiness."
As an egg donor you can help do something good for others. If you’re
between the ages of 21 - II, and would like tel find out more about the
egg donation process, please call us. Compensation for your time and
commitment in this confidential process ranges from $3,000 tee $4,000
per di mat teen.

Reproductive Science Center’
it6o
Road, Suite ISO
:WA (4tn5on

S.Irl Ramon, (:A 94584
1(01867.1800 x161

#4

3. Service - A record of service to SJSU & the community

Deadline: FridayDecember 3. 1999
Return all forms to: Student Life Center, Zip 0038
(Old Cafeteria Building)
For more information please call (408) 924-5950
or visit the Student Life Center

San

CLASSIFIED

PHN: 408-924-3277
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no cloth for products or
services advertised below nor Is
then any guarantee implied. The
classified columns of the Spleen
Daly consist of paki advertising
and ollertigs we not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
PART TIME NANNY for great kids,
2-3 days per week. Hours & days
flexible. You drive. we pay $8/hr.
Call Brigd at 408-265-1678.
EARLY CHILDHOOD TEACHERS
At Bright Horizons, we are seeking
talented and caring child care
professionals to join our growing
network of Family Centers. FT
opportunities with Infants Preschool, S/A & Subs. We
offer competitive salaries and an
excellent benefit package to
include tuition reimbursement.
Join us in working with tomorrow’s
leaders at our state of the an
facilities where children as well as
careers flourish. Call Toll Free
877-339-9091.
www.brighthorizons.com
MERCHANDISER
P/T for Fashion Accessories Co.
1-800-767-8555 x 224
CAVED BANK-200 W TAYLOR ST
Si (408) 286-3334 CALL DARLENE
Cust serv rep P/T w/benefits
Exp. Cash handling/windows NT
HOUDAY CASH
No Experience Nec.
Will Train! Long Term Possibilities
2-3 K/mo potential. Call Kerry now
408-2434104.
NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL LIFE’S
College Career/Internship Night
Thurs. Dec. 9th from 6pm-7:30pm
For more info or to RSVP, call
535-5715.
TUTORS NEEDED in elementary
(2) and higher level math (1). Pay
$20/hr. flex hrs. Exp. in tutoring a
must. For details A-OK Tutoring,
406.3638902.
WANTED DRIVERS, F/T, P/T
Monday through Friday, good
schedules. Your vehicle with clean
DMV & ins. Economy car or pickup
w/shell. Call Gold Rush EYriress
(courier/messenger) local and Bay
Area jobs. 408-292-7300. Visit at
706 E. Gish Rd., San Jose. Ask
for Jr or Sr. Excellent pay/benefits
and $200 hiring bonus; 1/2 now
and 1/2 after 90 days.
AUTISM ASSISTANT
STUDENTS NEEDED TO WORK
with our 3 yr old mildly autistic child.
We have an intensive home program based on applied behavior
analysis & the skillful use of
positive reinforcement (Lovaas
Method).
Professional training will be
provided by Autism Partnership.
Academic credit may be avail.
Flex hours: Mornings, Afternoons,
Evenings or Weekends
Located in San Jose, near Evergreen
Valley College. Please call Manju
at 4082704219.
STUDENT UNION JOB OPENINGS!
Looking for a great place to work?
The Student Union, Inc, has the
following student opportunities
available:
Graphic Designer Information Services
Lifeguard Aquatic Center
Fitness/Entry Assistant Sport Club
Office Assistant Event Services
Maintenance Assistant.
Student Union
For an application, please stop by
the Student Union Administration
Office on the 3rd floor of the
Student Union Bldg, Room 315,
Monday- Friday, 9am 5pm (we’re
open during lunch too!)
HELP ME!
I own two successful businesses.
Need help with one. If you have
an extra 6-10 hrs/wk and could
use an extra $500-$1000/mo,
can use your help. Interest in
sports nutrition a plus.
Call 408-483-2573
GRADUATING IN DECEMBER?
Variety of start-up companies
interviewing for top talent.
Sales, Marketing & Engineenng
opportunities available.
Call us at 888.999 GRAD to
set up an appointment.
vavw.SdiolasticRecrults.com
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS! Data
Entry. Medical Billing Co in Fremont.
Fax resume: 510-623-0154 or call
Munira at 510-6210151 for info.

EGG DONORS NEEDED! All races. acnoN Dm NURSERY/PRIMARY
SUMMER Management Program TEACHERS INSTRUCTORS
NOW HIRING FUTURE BUSINESS P/T Instructors Elem. Schools. Ages 21-30. Compensation $5.000. PLUS seeking Infant. Toddler, and
LEADERS. Marketing. Sales and Degree / Credential NOT Required. OPTIONS National Fertility Regstry. Rescnal Teachers and Aides. Fir &
P/T positions available. Substitute
1-800-886-9373
Management Skills Trained. Opportunity for leaching exp. Need
positions are also available that
VOINI ferfilityoptions.com
Confidence. Leadership and Car. VIA: (408)287-4170 el. 408.
offer flexible hours. ECE units are
Motivation Required. Salary range: EOE/AAE
PART-TIME INSTRUCTORS
SOUTHWEST YMCA is hiring required for teacher positions but
$5,000 (base) $20000 (summer)
English, Spanish, Japanese
P/T INSTRUCTORS - PARTY Preschool & School Age Asst. not required for Aide positions.
1800-295-9675
S12/hr 408-530-0563, Sunnyvale
www.varsitystudentcom
ACCOUNT EXECUTIVES, Graphic Directors, Teachers and Aides. Excellent opppodunity for Child
California Language Center
Designers & Writers wanted for PT & FT with excellent benefits Development majors. Please calf
Cathy for interview at 244-1968 or
weekly newspaper. PT & Intern- Call 370-1877 x 29.
DAYCARE TEACHERS.
fax resume to 248-7350.
EARN EXTRA CASH $
ship available. Call 408-9284750
K-8 school seeks responsible
Up to S600/month
REPUTABLE MONTESSORI
individuals for extended daycare, or fax resume to 408-928-1757.
VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS
Become a Sperm Donor
looking for a Daycare Assistant
P/T hire afternoon. No ECE units
Ambitious & energetic people
Healthy males, 19-40 years old required. Previous expenence with
6 ECE units required.
DELIVERY DRIVERS WiVITE)I
needed,
FT/PT. Lam $8415 per
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
2
6
years
old.
Contact
Children
children preferred. Please call
Earn $200 every weekend.
hour (average). Flexible, will work
Contact California Cryobank
Pascale at 408-6151254
244-1968 x 16
Must have reliable truck & ins.
around
your school schedule.
650-324-1900, ME, 8-4:30.
Lifting required.
Lots of fun and earn good money.
For Part-Time and
FOOD SERVICE/ESPRESSO BAR/
408-292-7876
leave
Call
(408(8677275.
TEACHERS P/T ESL, Spanish. HOST FT & PT positions avail.
call
Full-Time Positions,
voicemail or email us at
Japanese, Chinese teachers for Busy family style restaurant in IMMEDIATE OPENINGS Si Area
HALLMARK PERSONNEL
pa
rk
ing.com.
Leave
.connthian
WWW
no
fees
adutts & kids. Elementary Phonics, S’vale. All shifts avail. Flex hrs. Clerical, Technical, Full-time.
Fast placement,
Reading, Math. Experience & $9.25 to start. Call Wendy at Cal Lope 408/943-8866 or email Office jobs in local companies name and number where you can
be
contacted.
change
training preferred. Good pay. 408-733-9331.
Students/grads/career
lupe@electronixstaffing.com.
Language 2 Academy, 5965
Temp/Tempkto-Hire/Direct Hire
Almaden Expressway, Suite A.
San Jose to San Mateo
TECHNICAL SUPPORT/SALES
LIBRARY
SHARED HOUSING
Fax: 408-323-8288.
Phone: (650) 325-1133
Internet experience a must.
Full-Time / Part-Time Positions
Fax: (650) 325-3639
$9.00 S11.50/hr + bonuses,
Available Throughout CA.
BAMBOOLA is seeking energetic
www.hallmarkpersonnel.com SJSU INTERNATIONAL HOUSE
raises. Great opportunity!
Librarians, Assts. & Clerks
Fun S, friendly environment
employees for venous positions.
email: workabaddr.com
Library Education/Experience.
5 Minute walk to campus
Please apply in person at 5401
fax: 14081615-1569
Visit us at www.almusa.com INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES Spec. Ed
Wellequipped Kitchen
Camden Ave. San Jose 95124.
& Regular Class 58.60-S11.52 hr.
Computer & Study rooms
Saratoga School Distnct.
TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS TEUZMARKERNG Part/Full-Time
2 Pianos and Game rooms
SECURITY GUARDS
Los Gatos-Saratoga Rec. Dept Newspaper Subscriptions. Hourly Cut 867-3424504 for application
Laundry facilities
Elementary School Age Recreation + bonus. Weekend shifts avail. 5 & information. Immediate Need.
Full-Time/Part-Time
Parking
prog. P/T hrs. 2-6pm, M-F. A few blocks from SJSU. Near light rail.
$9 - $10 To Start
positions avail approx 7am-11am. Media Promotions 408-494-0200. TEACHERS, AIDES and SUBS For American & International
Start Today / Hiring Bonus
XInt salary, no ECE units req.
Join Our Team
NEEDED! Enjoy working with kids? Students
Call Janet 354-8700 x223.
Atlas Security and Patrol
GROOhlER’S ASST/KENNEL HELP Join the team at Small World Call 924-6570 or stop by for a
(408) 972-2099
needed for small, exclusive shop Schools and get great experience tour. 360 So. 11th St. (Between
ACUFACTS SECURITY
and kennel. PT, Tues-Sat. Must be working with kids ages 5 12. San Carlos & San SaNador).
VALET PARKERS - Parttime,
reliable, honest, able to do Offisicel SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS offers
GREAT JOB FOR STUDENTS!
evenings & weekends in Los Full & part-time positions available work. Eigsk workirg w/dogs preferred, competitive pay, excellent training,
RENTAL HOUSING
Paid training
Gatos and Saratoga. Must be
but will train. Great oppty for dog and a fun work environment.
neat in appearance with good
Excellent benefits
lover! $6.50 hr. Can FAX resume to FT and PT available. Call (408)
SPACIOUS 1 & 2 BDRM APTS.
No experience necessary
customer service skills. Must be
283-9200 ext. 21.
403/3770109 or Call 371-9115.
Live in luxury and walk to school!
Apply in person at
able to drive a 5 speed and have
We offer a pool, spa, sauna,
a valid CDL. Immediate opening &
DIRECT SALES MARKETING,
555 D Meridian Ave. San Jose
WANTED 29 PEOPLE
International Golf Co. SJSU full Dm. on-site management, all
flexible schedules available. Earn Or call Laurie at 408-286-5880.
to get $$ PAID $S
location. $10-$30 per hour, part appliances includedcentral A/C.
$10 to $15 per hour. Please call
to lose up to 30 lbs.
Stop by today for a tour.
in the next 30 days.
1-925-2100232. Golden Gate Valet
SECURITY
or full time. Morning or aftemoon.
Open Monday thru Saturday.
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY
Call 971.1645.
Natural. Guaranteed.
THE COLONNADE
We will train you. Student Friendly.
BICYCLE MESSENGER
Call (408)793-5256.
F/T, P/T, Weekdays & Weekends.
SWIM INSTR & LIFEGUARDS 201 So 4th St. (408) 279-3639.
Part-time, Flexible Hours.
Swing & Graveyard Shifts.
Great for Students!
ATTENTION: SJSU STUDENTS wanted. Fun environment, close to
Flexible Schedule.
Serving Downtown SanJose.
Part-time work available with SJSU. Indoor & outdoor pools. Flex $500 COTTAGE YARD PET OK
Inner City Express.
flexible hours (5-30 hours/week) hours. Central YMCA 2981717x34. $575 LARGE CLEAN STUDIO
408-247-4827
2BR $750 LARGE YARD
Internships possible
22W. Saint John St. San Jose.
PT CASH $1,000- $1,500/MO. 3BR $1050 LARGE CLEAN QUIET
CHILD DEVELOPMENT INC. All majors may apply
Looking for the ideal part-time 4BR $1500 GARAGE YARD
Scholarships awarded annually
offers positions for:
FAMILY FUN NIGHT Coordinator
college oppty, with great income + 5BR $1795 LARGE YARD PET OK
Looking for fun self-starter to head Directors Assistant Directors
Some conditions apply
flexible hours? San Jose Area MORE AVAILABLE ALL AREAS
Teachers Teacher Aides
the YMCA Fnday Family Fun Night
Start at $13.10 base appt.
SECTION 80K
Marketing 8, Promotions firm is
$65
per
week
4393
program. Minimum 10 hours per FT & PT opportunities available Earn
looking for individuals to help out 408-244-2300 CALRENTALS.COM
week with flexible weekday admin- working with infant/toddler, Gain valuable experience in
in
the
following
areas:
customer service & sales
istration time. Must have good preschool & school age children.
Public Relations /Promotions
ORIGINAL 1920’s 6 pies. 1 BR +
communication skills with children CDI/CDC offers a competitive No experience necessary
*Marketing/ Sales
bonus/office. Clean, quiet sober
salary, excellent benefits package Extensive training provided
and adults. 298-1717 x34.
& financially responsible only.
*Training /Recruiting
to FT & PT employees and an Endorsed by National
TEACHER/TEACHER ASST. Come enriching work environment. For
Please call for appt. 408-483-2573 Yard + 1 off street parking. $900.
Academic Advisory Board
& up. 551C S. 6th St. 292-1890
join our team! NAEYC Accred Cntr positions avail at our centers in: CALL 979-9700 11am 4pm
in Svle FT/PT. All ages. Exper/Ed San Jose, Sunnyvale, Los Altos,
DIRECTORS, ASST. DIRECTORS, or 746-1900. Allan.
www.workforstudents.com
Campbell, Saratoga, Cupertino,
preferred. Call Traci 245-7285.
TEACHERS, & AIDES
Morgan Hill & Redwood City TEACH DRIVING. Company car. Thinking about a career working
ATTENTION
ANNOUNCEMENTS
cal (4C8)371-9900 or
Good Pay. After school + wknds. with children? The YMCA of Santa
HS grad. 18+. Call 971-7557 Clara Valley is now hiring for
Exploding Nat’l. Sales/Mktg. Co. he resumes to (408) 371-7685
Preschool & School-Age Childcare YOUR PERSONAUTY detemolnes
janderson@cdicdc.org
www.deluxedriving.com.
seeks team players for rapid
Centers in San Jose, Cupertino. your success: relationships,
local expansion. Xlnt career For more info about CDI/CDC &
growth oppty. Travel, fun & qualifications, call our 24 Hour SOCIAL SERVICES Part-time Santa Clara, Los Gatos, Saratoga. school, future! Call 800-755-8003
money. Training provided. PT/FT. Jobline 01-888-9-CDICDC. EOE (8-25hours/week) positions avail- Campbell, Evergreen, Milpitas 8, for free personality and IQ testing.
able with youth serving agency. Berryessa. Full and part-time
(408) 3630745.
Si STARTUP - P/7 telemedieter Opportunities include gang preven- positions available. Hours flexible ADVERTISERS - Coupon Book
needed. Good pay, flexible hrs, tion specialist, after school coordi- around school. Fun staff teams. forming 10,000 copies, $350 gets
$1500 VAULT POTENTIAL
friendly environment, growth oppty. nator (at-risk elementary & middle great experience in working with you in. Also Computer Services:
mailing our circulars. Free
information. Call 202-452-5901. Exp. required. Call 408-260-8733. school), data entry and admin children, career advancement, WP, DTP, Graphic Design. Web
support. Bilingual Spanish a plus. and good training opportunities. Pages. Custom Photo T-shirts,
Salary $8 to $12 an hour. Teachers require minimum 6 units Color Photo Business Cards, etc.
CROCODILE CAFE
SPORTS MINDED
Commission Sales Jobs, too!
HAVE A CROC OF FUN! At the Resume and cover letter to Girl in ECE, education, recreation,
$1-3K/mo. PT/FT
408-287-9158
Fair
Mall.
Scouts of Santa Clara County - psychology, sociology, physical
litre
Valley
Crocodile Cafe in
Leading nat’l sales & meg
seeking indivs w/ leadership skills Come join our talented team of Dept. MM, 1310 S. Bascom Ave.. education and/or other related http://members.aol.com/funkeyem
at
Profio
fields.
AA/EOE
Please
call
Beth
to assist w/ expansion. Will train. hosts, food runners, bussers, and San Jose, CA 95128.
IT’S ABOUT HAPPINESS
servers. We’re always accepting Fax: (408) 287-8025 or Email: 408-291-8894 for information and
Call 408.260-7599
It’s about freedom. It’s about you!
locations.
applications. Please apply in asullivanegiriscoutsgsscc.org
"WHAT IS SCIENTOLOGY? Find
BERLITZ LANGUAGE CENTER person Monday -Thurday, 2- 5pm.
out for yourself. Order "WHAT IS
WANT TO EARN EXTRA MONEY
THE OLD SPAHETTI FACTORY
seeks proficient speakers in Engish, 2855 Stevens Creek Blvd.
SCIENTOLOGY?" And get your
& LOVE CHILDREN??
Now hiring for part time positions.
German. Korean. No teaching
FREE personality test. Call Ilene at
TOP PAY!
We offer:
background. We train. Part-Time. ENTERTAINERS. Fun Science
the Church of Scientology.
Immediate temp/perm
programs. Need reliable car & Flexible schedules, day or evening,
Call Marion, 408-377-9513.
1800-293-6463.
substitute positions as
a great environment with
exper. w/kids. Excellent pay! Will
TEACHERS or ASSISTANTS
excellent benefits.
WANTED! PT & FT STAFF that train. Mad Science 408/262-5437.
NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED!!
at After School Programs.
want to have fun working for the
FOR SALE
Day Care Centers. Etc.
YMCA re/school age children. Good REPUTABLE MONTESSORI has We haw as cum training program!!
1408(866’8550
pay, flexible hours, good benefits. openings for following positions: We are looking for neat, bright, &
VIVASMART.COM
energetic mope in the folceving areas:
DAYCARE STAFF PERSON
Call 408-257-7160 ext. 52.
Buy/Sell Your Stuff & Mom!
Part-Time (2:30-6:30). Working Food Server 121 or older please). LAW OFFICE, DRIVER POSITION.
Bikes, Cars, Jobs, Roommates.
Hostess. Busser, & Kitchen Help. Flexible hours. Pay is $8/hr. Car &
TUTOR WANTED: 2-1/2 yr autistic with elementary aged children.
Apply in person
gas provided. Need good driving Visit SJSU’s FREE marketplace at
boy. Training provided. Flex hrs. INFANY TEACHER ASSISTANT
wswi.vivasmartcom
$10.50/hr. Nr SJSU. 408-287- Full or Part-Time. Must have 2pm to 4pm. Monday thin.’ Friday record. Call 244-4200.
51 N. San Pedro. San Jose.
6 ECE units.
4750.
Contact Usa at 408-723-5140

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

FOR NATIONAL /AGENCY RATES CALL

408-924-3277

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

LIJLILILILILIUJLIJUULIULILIJUJULIULIULILIQUIU
LILICILLILIQUULIILILILLIJUULILILIULILIQUULICILLI
Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
Four
Two
Three
One
Days
Days
Day
Days
3 lines
ES
$7
$9
$11

Name

Five
Days
$13

Address
Cry & Stele

EMAIffItlfA_DIECOME:
20 + consecutive issues: receive 10% off.
40 consecutive issues: receive 20% off.
50 consecutive issues: receive 25% off
Local rates apply to Santa Clore County advertisers
and SJSU students, staff IL faculty.
First line in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces.
Additional words may be set in bold type at a per ad
charge of $3 per word.

Send check or rnoney order to (No Credit Cards Accepted)
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192-0149
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bente! Hall, Room 209.
Deadline; 10:00 am. two weekdays before publication.
III All ads are prepaid. MI No refunds on cancelled ads.
Rates for consecutive publication dates only
MI QUESTIONS? CALL (406)924-3277

Please check
one classification:
Lost and Found’
Announcements
Campus Clubs
_Greek Messages
_Events
_Volunteers
For Sale
_Autos For Sale
_Electronics
_Wanted
_Employment
_Opportunities

Rental Housing
Shared Housing
Real Estate
Services
Health/Beauty
Sports/Thells
Insurance
Entertainment
Travel
Tutoring
Word Processing
Scholarships

SJSU STUDENT RATE: 25% OFF. Rate applies to private party ads only, no discount for other persons or businesses
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am to 3pm. STUDENT ID REQUIRED.
* Lost & Found ads are offered free as a service to the campus community.

State

University

FAX: 408-924-3282

B EN/ED TUTORS to work with
children with Autism. Majors: Psy.
Soc, Child Des, Sp Ed, Ed. No
excerience required. Rexible hours,
competitive pay. 408-218,5208.

flab increases $2 for each additional line per ad.
Rate increases $2 for each additional day.
Certain advertisements in
these columns may VW the
reader to specific telephone
for
numbers or addr
additional! information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that when melting
these furliwo contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully tweetigate all flmis
altering employment bungs
arcoupons for discount
vacations or merchandise.

Jose

WORD PROCESSING

INSURANCE

PROFESSIONAL Word Proceseing
Theses, Term Papers, Resumes,
Groin Projects. etc.
All formats, specializing in APA.
Miatvtnini tape transcription. Fax.
Experienced, dependable.
quick return.
Call Linda 408-264-4504.

AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
"Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS:
-Good Students" "Educators"
’Engineers’ "Scientists"
CALL TODAY 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
SERVICES
NO HASSLE
PREGNANT? FREE Walk In Tests
NO OBLIGATION
for problem pregnancies at the
Also open Saturdays 92.
Juan Diego Center 12 N. White
Rd. off Alum Rock, Call 258-2008.
BEST RATES ON
AUTO INSURANCE
Free Phone Quotes
PROF. WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY
No Driver Refused
Enhance Photography. 8 hours
454’s
coverage. 170 prints, 1 11x14, &
Ingagement Sitting included.
Accidents
Cancelled
$950.60. Call 4084238053.
Tickets
DEBT PROBLEMS?
D.U.I.
S.R. Filing
REDUCE your monthly bills up to
60%. CONSOLIDATE your bills
Good Student Discount
Call us now
(credit cards, student loans, medical,
408-244-9100
cars, IRS) into ONE LOW monthly
8am - 8pm Mon Sat
payment. FREE CONSULTATION.
ALL-COVERAGE INSURANCE
408-278-1500 / 800-774-7977
hafgee@aol.com
GEFS. Inc. 12 S. first St. Ste. 406
San Jose, CA 95113.

BEAUTY/HEALTH

WRITING HELP:
Highest quality writing, editing,
ghostwriting. Essays, application
statements. reports, etc.
Please call Dave Bolick,M.A. at
(510)601-9554 or
email bolIckebest.com
VISA/MasterCard accepted.

BEAUTY CLUB: 505 S. 10th St.
#205. Hair cut as low as $6.
1 free cut for every 10 visits. $15
for full -set nails. 408-993-2250.
(corner of 10th & Williams)

STUDENT DENTAL PLAN !
Only $57.00 per year.
Save 30% - 60%
on your dental needs.
For info call 1-800-655-3225.

ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247-7488
www.bworie.com/elec/
practice/briseno.htm

TUTORING
BHJNGUAL TUTORIAL CENTER
Math: Algebra - Geometry
Statistics - Trig - Calculus
Physics: Mechanics- Electric
SAT GED - CBEST - ESL - TOEFL
Computer: Vis.Basic, Vis.C++
Spanish: All levels
Call: Michael 408-298-7576
Email: tutor90763@aoLcom

MEN & WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us
permanently remove your
unwanted hair. Back - Chest - Lip
- Bikini - Chin - Tummy etc.
Students & faculty receive 15%
discount. First appt. 1/2 price if
made before 12/31/99.
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow,
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17, Orel.
(408) 379-3500.

Daily
ROSSWORD
ACROSS
Conceited
Viper
Sword fight
Vehicle
Emulated John
Grisham
16- Stanley
Gardner
17 Views
18 Outdoor game
20 - Fudd
22 Monk’s title
23 Travel documents
24 Like some
remarks
26 Female
sandpiper
27 Solicits
30 Fountain treats
34 Earlier
35 Wishes
36 Cheer
37 Only
38 Lariat
40 Leaning Tower
site
41 Luau instrument
42 Bag
43 Sneaky one
45 Heart
47 Type of cat
48 Fib
49 Holmes creator
50 Bundle
53 Fall flower
54 Wooded area
58 Breakfast cereal
61 Longest river
62 During
63 Spy
64 Similar
65 Clutter
66 Foggy
67 Borrow’s opposite
1
5
10
14
15

DOWN
1 F onst’s
container

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

MUOUM UMW MOM
MOWNM UMIAM MUM
[IMMO NOUN MOM
MUMMUMMO NUUNUN
MINIM MOMONO
MNUOMO MONO
MOM NMOM WARM
UMMMMOO MNONOUffl
MNOMM OGIMM ONMO
MOWN UMUMMU
OUMUNO ORNM
00HOMO OBWOMMUM
OMMO MOON NUMMI
EWI!tMMOO OMMMUI
ONOO MONO MIAMI@
01999AIndedFootureSmd..k.

2 "The Plains of
Passage"
author
3 Piece of news
4 Rocket part
5 Pointed tool
6 Bar orders
7 Certain bridal
portion
8 Famous
volcano
9 No longer
working: abbr.
10 Refused
11 Coffee
dispensers
12 Director Kazan
13 Minus
19 Makes uniform
21 Garden tool
25 Feature of
some
apartments
26 Easy victory
27 Distribute
28 Cozy corners
29 Field mice

30
31
32
33
35
39
40
42
44
46
47
49
50
51
52
53
55
56
57
59
60

Put
Stand up
Relieves
Oil-beanng
rock
Gab
Type of cube
Fatherly
Act like a
bloodhound
Ms. Fitzgerald
Spiral -homed
antelopes
Instant
Fists: slang
Con job
Abode
Goddess of
discord
Christmas
pageant
figures
Cycle
Ken or Lena
Sp it
Flee hastily
Pigpen

MEM MAIM MIEN
UMMIO HEM MIME
UMMEMUMMIIM
mom amm mum
mum mu
M=11111 MINIMMAM
WM= MEM WM
NM WM= ME=
MEM MEM NMI=
MEM= MEM=
WIWI MM.
MIA= MEM MMItida
INIMMINIIIMMA MOM
MN= dlIMME MOM
MIMI OEM MEM

iTILIVIVIZNIUM711
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Raises

AIDS
hope," Allen said.
The origami cranes were
discuss AIDS from a global folded by student, faculty and
perspective from noon to 2 p.m. staff groups. Prizes will be
in the Pacifica Room of the given to those groups and orgaStudent Union, Wheelock said. nizations that turned in the
Martha O’Connell of the biggest flocks of cranes.
SJSU HIV/AIDS committee
Prizes include free condoms,
will moderate the symposium, safe sex grab bags, and "an
which will conclude with a eroticizing sex presentation"
question-and-answer session.
provided by the campus
Coble Harris, chair of the Condom Co-op, Allen said.
african american studies
Student volunteers will run
department, will address AIDS information booths outside the
in Africa. Sub-Saharan Africa, Student Union, dispensing
home to 10 percent of the information on HIV and AIDS
world’s population, contains 70
and red AIDS ribbons. The
percent of all HIV/AIDS suffer- campus community can also
ers, according to statistics pro- sign a World AIDS Day banner
a souvenir of this year’s
duced by the National
Institute of Health.
event.
Wheelock asks, "What
Jeanne Scott, a physician at
SJSU’s Student Health Center, would you do if you tested poswill talk about AIDS and itive?"
women and pediatric AIDS.
She said most people would
Frank Salerno will discuss find the highest building on
AIDS and Latinos, and campus and throw themselves
Stephanie NavaIto of Asian off it.
American Health Connections
"Most people don’t realize
will look at AIDS in the Asian there is life after an HIV posicommunity. Kevin Johnson of tive diagnosis," Wheelock said,
the SJSU HIV/AIDS commit- referring to the new "drug
tee will address AIDS in the cocktails" that are allowing
gay and lesbian community.
many people to live a ’good and
The Student Union will be productive’ life years after
decorated with paper cranes their positive test results."
this week, representing those
She said being HIV positive
who have died in the epidemic. is a horrible shock, but it is not
"The birds will symbolize a death sentence.
Continued from pg 1

Aerobicthon
Continued from pg 1
maturely by being aerobically
active on a continual basis."
Donations have been made by
local businesses to provide the
event with food, drinks and
prizes to raffle off
Safeway, Albertson Food
stores and Galli Produce will
provide fruit; Togo’s will provide
meat, cheese and bread trays;
Subway will supply sandwiches;

Le Boulanger will provide
muffins, Spartan Shops will
donate sports drinks; and Black
Mountain Spring Water will supply bottled water.
Raffle prizes will include a
coupon for Ben & Jerry’s ice
cream, a coupon for Wheel Works
and a one-month free membership to Royal Court Club
Fitness.
Entertainment will also be
provided at the end of the event
by the Phaze II dance team from
De Anza College and the Sizzling
Seniors.

Continued from pg 1
Heather Cook, former president of A.S., introduced the
amendment to bylaw 5.5 hoping
it would produce more accountable student representatives on
the Academic Senate.
Before the amendment’s passage, student members of the
Academic Senate had a poor
track record for attendance and
comprehension of the issues,
Davila said.

Greenlee and Shetty also
expressed dismay at the pay gap
between the three executives’
stipends and those of the 13
directors on the board.
Even though the directors’
stipends more than doubled from
$106 to $250 per month, they
were dwarfed by the A.S. president’s raise that took his salary
from $750 to $1,000 the highest A.S. presidential stipend in
area CSUs.
"Stipend increase percentages

don’t give a true and accurate
picture. You have to look at the
base pay and compare," Greenlee
said.
Several directors, including
"B.J." William Hauser, described
difficulties making ends meet on
the relatively small director’s
stipend.
"It’s tough to pay rent and
tuition," said Hauser, who plans
and executes most major A.S.
events such as Homecoming.
But Davila lectured the board

Thanks
Continued from pg 1
and she’s going to cook it for
Thanksgiving."
Some residents wished the
crowd of enthusiastic people who
came to get turkeys and meet
49er players would show up for
the monthly neighborhood meetings at the community center.
’I just wish that more people
would come," Nordin said. "The
more people that show up, the
more of a chance we have to
change this community."
As Conley reached the front of
the line where 49ers stood
illuminated by the floodlights
stationed on them in the otherwise dark Starbird Park the
problems of his neighborhood

"The Sizzling Seniors are
around 70 years old," Sullivan
said. "I bring them here so students can see what they can be
doing at that age."
Beverly Myers, the group’s
coordinator and instructor, said
they plan to perform a Western
themed number this year.
"We’re out trying to encourage
the community to get involved
with their health," Myers said.
"The classes are safe, effective
and fun."
The Phaze II dance group,
which has existed for five years,

fa into darkness.
"Nobody is going to believe me
... picture, picture," Conley cried.
"God bless you guys, thank you."
Nordin has learned that you
can win in more ways than one
by going to these community
meetings. She won a pair of 49er
tickets a couple months ago at
the monthly raffle held at the
community center.
"I couldn’t believe it. I never
win," Nordin said.
Conley, as if he wanted to
savor the long-awaited moment
when he got to meet members of
his favorite football team, hadn’t
yet left as the floodlights were
shut down and the 49er players
drove away in Mercedes and
sport utility vehicles.

they are five-time national
champions and are one of 25
teams in the world invited to the
2000 Olympics, director Gene
Murden said.
Members of the 22-member
group range in age from 17 to 28
and plan on performing a 10minute hip-hop dance routine.
The cost of admission is $4 per
person. The fees go toward the
purchase of aerobic equipment
such as floor mats, hand weights
and exercise balls for students to
use in class.

on their role.
"This is like volunteerism. You
don’t do it for the money. You do
it for the experience," Davila
said.
Some directors such as Shetty,
suggested that was easy for
Davila to say considering he was
now making $12,000 per year
courtesy of Associated Students.
"My job carries more responsibility," Davila told directors. "I
was a director last year and I didn’t do it for the money."

Preparing for Y2K
SACRAMENTO (AP)
With just over a month to go
until the Year 2000, three state
agencies that have been slow to
fix their computer systems are
making progress, says a new
state report.
The agencies monitor toxic
cleanups, house veterans and
imprisoned juvenile criminals.
of
Department
The
Information Technology, the
state’s central Y2K agency, had
highlighted the three departments in its quarterly report
last month.
State lawmakers who have
been overseeing state agencies’
Year 2000 efforts for several
years asked DOIT to give them
weekly progress reports on several agencies that have been
slow in fixing their computer
systems.
The agencies "have shown
continued progress towards
Y2K readiness," said the latest
report, issued Nov. 24.
The Department of Toxic
Substances Control has ordered
new computer chips for instruments used at its Berkeley laboratory to test soil and gas samples from toxic cleanup sites.
Those are scheduled to be
installed by Dec. 15, the report
said.

Like all agencies that missed
the state’s September deadline,
the department says it has in
place a contingency plan to do
its work even if the instruments
don’t work.
The Department of Veterans’
Affairs, which runs the state’s
two homes for 1,600 aged veterans, is still working on several
projects, including training
pharmacists at the Yountville
home on new software that
checks on federal benefits for
the veterans.
At the California Youth
Authority, with 7,900 young
criminals in 11 institutions and
four camps, installation of a
new computer system to track
wards’ prescriptions was supposed to be finished on Oct. 30,
but has slipped to Dec. 3
because of additional requirements, the report said.
An upgrade of two-way
radios that connect guards on
the fences around the CYA complex in Stockton with the main
office is planned for Dec. 6,
according to the report.
If the radio problem is not
fixed as scheduled, the radios
will work on only one frequency,
rather than rotating between
frequencies as they usually do
as a security precaution.

TAKE SPRING 2000 CLASSES ONLINE!
J

Lets

you

1\

take Spring 2000 classes at

regular

fees

Use your SJSU Spring 2000 Schedule of Classes for course information.
1\111 025
Duman Development:
Introduction
to the liehaioral Sciences
ill 52 100W’
Business Communications
111 52 l3tlt
Promotional Stratep
11183 189
Strategic Managemetti
CD 162
Childhood and Adolescence
in a Multicultural SocieB
COMM 041
Critical Decision Making
COMM 105
Communication, Self and Society
110 \ 00111
Principles of Economics: Microeconomics
ECON 220
Computational Economics
EDSE 102
Speech and Language for the \ ormal
and Eceptiiinal Individual
EDSE 192
Alainstreaming the Exceptional Pupil
ENGI.
Critical Thinking
LLD 002
Academic English II

--407...coi,7
,110"41PA

San Jose State
UNIVERSITY
Continuing Education

For more information on Online Campus,
call 408-924-2670, fax 408-924-2616,
e-mail de@conted.sjsu.edu
or visit http://disted.sjsu.edu

AM:::::t1tI andRh(il :

44

Climate

MRS 180
The Web and Internet for Nurses
POLS 101
Political Institutions hi the hilted States
PS11; 110
.Thnormal Psychology
The following courses are available for
additional fees through Special Session.
Request a free schedule from Continuing
Education, 408 924-26-’0, or pick one up
in the ..1DM 103 lobby.
RI 52 1010X
Business Communicatiims
EIHT 122
Microcomputers in Education
EDIT 124
Selection and Evaluation of CAI Software
EDIT 180
Individual Studies
EDIT 186
Using Instructional Media
EDIT 2 I I
Emerging Technologies for Educators
EDIT 2-2
Educational Information and
Distance I.earning Ssteni
EDTE214
Learning in a high Tech Enironment
41 RS 208
Special Topic: Case Management
SL RS 298
chanced Cast’ Managenient

